
XENIO NETWORK
Bridging the Gap

XENIO Network is a social cooperative enterprise

based in Greece, active both locally and

internationally. Our main areas of interest include

tourism development, environmental

sustainability through production, renewable

energy sources and many others, such as

accessibility, support for people with special

and/or educational needs, etc. Our network

consists of a team of volunteers and entrepreneurs

with a strong will to help society.

TOURISM
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We act for tourism growth

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES FOR
INDIVIDUALS AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONS



EVERY PLACE CAN BECOME A

TOURISM DESTINATION!

WE CREATE

DESTINATIONS
Work with XENIO Network to reach
your potential

Tourism is Greece's main economic

pillar, offering jobs to millions of

employees. Everyone in XENIO Network

understands the significance of Tourism

for Greece and is ready to contribute in

the promotion of  the world-famous

destination of Greece.

We work every day on creating the right

conditions for every Greek destination to

attract a constantly increasing tourism

audience.

Tourism in Greece is the most important

sector of business activity, contributing

more than 21% to the country's GDP.

Greece is recognized as an important

tourism destination and attraction in

Europe, thanks to its rich culture,

history, as well as its long coastline,

many islands, and beaches. Greece

attracted 31.1 million visitors in 2019, 33

million in 2018 and 30.1 million in 2017,

figures that make Greece one of the

most visited countries in Europe and

worldwide.

XENIO Network actively contributes to

the utilization of the unlimited

possibilities of tourism development of

the country, providing specialized,

scientific and professional services

aiming at the establishment of  Greece

as one of the leading tourism

destinations in the world.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19
ON TOURISM

Globally, the Covid-19 pandemic has caused

incalculable losses in the tourism sector, which

has led to a transformation of the tourism

product and the creation of new services that aim

to increase tourism. XENIO Network possesses the

appropriate tools that present  the effects of

Covid-19 pandemic in each destination in detail.

Our scientific training and years of experience

allow us to propose effective changes in the

services already offered as well as new services

that target to the immediate recovery of the

tourism destination.
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TOURISM EVALUATION
TOOLS

XENIO Network possesses the appropriate

methods and tools for conducting studies on a

wide range of topics that concern the managers

of tourism destinations. We evaluate the tourism

services provided at the destination, we create

complete proposals for improving the provided

services, and we propose new services that can

lead to attracting a wider tourism audience.
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PRESS/FAM TRIPS

Press and fam (familiarity) trips allow tourism

journalists and professionals o to get acquainted

with a destination and to transmit the acquired

knowledge to their customers and the public. The

primary goal of the press and fam trips is to

attract tourism audience to the destination

through its presentation to professionals and

specialized journalists in the best possible way.

XENIO Network specializes in destination

branding, using its experience in the tourism

sector, applying modern methods of destination

management.
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PROMOTION OF
TOURISM

A tourism promotion plan that specifically aims

at transforming an area to a tourism destination

or at increasing the target audience, is a valuable

tool for every authority. XENIO Network creates

the appropriate plan for the tourism promotion of

each destination, using the right tools to properly

highlight the beauty and benefits of each place.
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DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF
TOURISM POLICY

The tourism development of a destination is

based on a properly planned tourism policy.

XENIO Network conducts the necessary studies

and evaluates the means available to each

destination before framing the necessary steps to

be followed. The tourism policy plan that will be

formed includes a variety of actions such as

infrastructure upgrading , tourism promotion

actions, etc. aiming at creating a competitive

tourism destination. Furthermore, XENIO Network

undertakes the implementation of the tourism

policy, utilizing the scientific knowledge and

experience that characterizes its executives.
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REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT

ΧENIO NETWORK
contact@xenionetwork.com

XENIO Network undertakes the partial or

complete management of properties, and tourism

development projects, following a strategy of

proper utilization of the Municipality’s or Region

real estate. Through methods of rational

utilization, we contribute to the tourism

development by increasing the financial benefits

of the organization while at the same time

creating new jobs, reducing unemployment in the

region and many others.



·Study for the enhancement of tourist

development sustainability

Research and application of a marketing plan

for tourism organizations (study and app)

Research and development of a tourism

marketing strategy.

Promotion and extroversion services of a

tourist destination

Target market research and analysis services

based on tourism development

Research and action planning services for

alternative tourism development

Study on the effects of the Covid-19 pandemic

on the tourist traffic and development of

recovery tools.

Study on the formulation of a strategic plan

for tourism development.

Study and pilot actions plan to develop wine

tourism

Ecotourism research and development

services.

XENIO Network undertakes the following projects

in the sector of tourism:
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INDICATIVE STUDIES

ΧENIO NETWORK
contact@xenionetwork.com


